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VEX1 controls the allelic exclusion required for
antigenic variation in trypanosomes
,UCY 'LOVER 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† 3EBASTIAN (UTCHINSON † 3AM !LSFORD  AND $AVID (ORN 

 $IVISION OF "IOLOGICAL #HEMISTRY  $RUG $ISCOVERY 3CHOOL OF ,IFE 3CIENCES 5NIVERSITY OF $UNDEE $OW 3TREET $UNDEE $$ %( 5+  ,ONDON 3CHOOL OF
(YGIENE AND 4ROPICAL -EDICINE +EPPEL 3TREET ,ONDON 7#% (4 5+  #URRENT ADDRESS )NSTITUT 0ASTEUR  2UE DU $OCTEUR 2OUX  0ARIS &RANCE
3UBMITTED TO 0ROCEEDINGS OF THE .ATIONAL !CADEMY OF 3CIENCES OF THE 5NITED 3TATES OF !MERICA
!LLELIC EXCLUSION UNDERPINS ANTIGENIC VARIATION AND IMMUNE EVA
SION IN !FRICAN TRYPANOSOMES 4HESE BLOODSTREAMPARASITES EMPLOY
2.! POLYMERASE) POL)	 TO TRANSCRIBE JUST ONE TELOMERIC VARI
ANT SURFACE GLYCOPROTEIN 63'	 GENE AT A TIME PRODUCING SUPER
ABUNDANT AND SWITCHABLE 63'COATS 7E IDENTIlED TRYPANOSOME
63'EXCLUSION 6%8	 USING A GENETICSCREEN FOR DEFECTS IN
TELOMEREEXCLUSIVE EXPRESSION 6%8 WAS SEQUESTERED BY THE AC
TIVE 63' AND SILENCING OF OTHER 63'S FAILED WHEN 6%8 WAS EITHER
ECTOPICALLY EXPRESSED OR DEPLETED INDICATING POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
REGULATION RESPECTIVELY 0OSITIVE REGULATION AFFECTED 63'S AND
NONTELOMERIC POL) TRANSCRIBED GENES WHILE NEGATIVE REGULATION
PRIMARILY AFFECTED 63'S .EGATIVE REGULATION BY 6%8 ALSO AFFECTED
TELOMERIC POL) TRANSCRIBED REPORTER CONSTRUCTS BUT ONLY WHEN
THEY CONTAINED BLOCKS OF SEQUENCE SHARING HOMOLOGY WITH A POL
) TRANSCRIBED LOCUS 7E CONCLUDE THAT RESTRICTED POSITIVE REGULA
TION DUE TO 6%8 SEQUESTRATION COMBINED WITH 6%8DEPENDENT
POSSIBLY HOMOLOGYDEPENDENT SILENCING DRIVES A ‘WINNERTAKESALL’
MECHANISM OF ALLELIC EXCLUSION
EPIGENETIC | MONOALLELIC | SILENCING | TELOMERE | 4RYPANOSOMA BRUCEI
)NTRODUCTION
$FMMT PGUFO SFTUSJDU FYQSFTTJPO UP B TJOHMF BMMFMF PG B HFOF PS
HFOFGBNJMZ 5IJT BMMFMJD FYDMVTJPO VOEFSQJOT BOUJHFOJD WBSJBUJPO
JO QBUIPHFOT JODMVEJOH USZQBOPTPNFT UIBU DBVTF TMFFQJOH TJDLOFTT
	
 BOE 1MBTNPEJVN QBSBTJUFT UIBU DBVTF NBMBSJB 	
 "MMFMJD FY
DMVTJPO JT BMTP FTTFOUJBM GPS TJOHVMBS PMGBDUPSZ SFDFQUPS FYQSFTTJPO
BOE B TFOTF PG TNFMM JO NFUB[PB 	
 "MUIPVHI NBOZ GBDUPST IBWF
CFFO JEFOUJGJFE UIBU BSF SFRVJSFE GPS UIF FYQSFTTJPO PG POF BMMFMF
PS GPS UIF TJMFODJOH PG PUIFS BMMFMFT JO UIFTF TZTUFNT PVS VOEFS
TUBOEJOH PG UIF NFDIBOJTNT CZ XIJDI FYQSFTTJPO BOE TJMFODJOH BSF
FTUBCMJTIFE BOE DPPSEJOBUFE SFNBJOT JODPNQMFUF 	

5IF "GSJDBO USZQBOPTPNF 5SZQBOPTPNB CSVDFJ JT B GMBHFM
MBUFE QBSBTJUJD QSPUP[PBO USBOTNJUUFE BNPOH NBNNBMJBO IPTUT
CZ UTFUTFGMJFT "T XFMM BT DBVTJOH USZQBOPTPNJBTJT JO IVNBOT B
GBUBM BOE OFHMFDUFE USPQJDBM EJTFBTF UIFTF QBSBTJUFT BMTP DBVTF
OBHBOB JO DBUUMF "OUJHFOJD WBSJBUJPO JT FTTFOUJBM GPS QFSTJTUFOU
CMPPETUSFBN JOGFDUJPO JO UIF GBDF PG IPTU BEBQUJWF JNNVOF EF
GFOTFT BOE IBT MPOH CFFO B QBSBEJHN GPS TUVEJFT PO BMMFMJD FYDMV
TJPO 	
 QBSBTJUF JNNVOF FWBTJPO EFQFOET VQPO TJOHVMBS WBSJBOU
TVSGBDF HMZDPQSPUFJO 	74(
 HFOF FYQSFTTJPO BOE 74(TXJUDIJOH
8IJMF NVMUJQMF TVCUFMPNFSJD 74(T BSF BWBJMBCMF GPS FYQSFTTJPO
	
 POMZ POF JT USBOTDSJCFE 	
 CPUI BDUJWF BOE TJMFOU 74(T BSF
MPDBUFE BU UIF FOET PG QPMZDJTUSPOJD USBOTDSJQUJPO VOJUT LOPXO BT
FYQSFTTJPO TJUFT 	&4T
 	
 /PUBCMZ74(&4 QSPNPUFST 	
 SFDSVJU
3/" QPMZNFSBTF* 	QPM*
 UIBU UZQJDBMMZ USBOTDSJCFT SJCPTPNBM
3/" HFOFT 	
 *OEFFE UIF BDUJWF 74(&4 JT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI BO
FYUSBOVDMFPMBS GPDVT PG QPM* LOPXO BT UIF FYQSFTTJPOTJUF CPEZ
	&4#
 	
 "MUIPVHI UIF BDUJWF74(&4 JT TQFDJGJDBMMZ EFQMFUFE
PG OVDMFPTPNFT 	 
 TJMFOU 74(&4T BSF TJNJMBSMZ MPDBUFE JO
UIF FYUSBOVDMFPMBS TQBDF JO CMPPETUSFBNGPSN DFMMT BOE OFJUIFS
BDUJWF PS TJMFOU 74(&4T TIPX BO BQQSFDJBCMF BTTPDJBUJPO XJUI
UIF OVDMFBS FOWFMPQF 	
 "O ).( DISPNBUJO QSPUFJO UIBU JT
FOSJDIFE BOE JOWFSTFMZ DPSSFMBUFE XJUI OVDMFPTPNF BCVOEBODF
BU UIF &4# BOE JO UIF OVDMFPMVT 	
 BQQFBST UP NBJOUBJO PQFO
DISPNBUJO BU UIFTF TJUFT 	
 *O BEEJUJPO B IJHIMZ 46.0ZMBUFE
GPDVT JT TQFDJGJD UP UIF TJUF PG UIF &4# 	

1PM* USBOTDSJQUJPO BU UIF BDUJWF 74(&4 DPNCJOFE XJUI BU
UFOVBUJPO BU PUIFS 74(&4T 	
 BMMPXT USZQBOPTPNFT UP QSP
EVDF B TJOHMF TVQFSBCVOEBOU74( *OEFFE UIF BDUJWF74( HFOFS
BUFT UIF NPTU BCVOEBOU 5 CSVDFJN3/" BOE QSPUFJO UIF N3/"
FYDFFET UIF OFYU NPTU BCVOEBOU N3/" CZ GPME BOE BQQSPY
 NJMMJPO 74(T DPOTUJUVUJOH  PG UPUBM DFMM QSPUFJO 	
 GPSN
B EFOTF DPBU PO FBDI CMPPETUSFBNGPSN DFMM 	
 "OUJHFOJD WBSJ
BUJPO JUTFMG PDDVST BU MPX GSFRVFODZ BOE XJUIPVU JNNVOF TFMFDUJPO
	
 EVF UP 74( SFBSSBOHFNFOU PS DPPSEJOBUFE USBOTDSJQUJPO
TXJUDIJOH GSPN POF74(&4 UP BOPUIFS UIF MBUUFS PDDVSSJOH JO UIF
BCTFODF PG EFUFDUBCMF DIBOHF JO UIF %/" TFRVFODF 	
 "UUFNQUT
UP TFMFDU GPS UXP TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ USBOTDSJCFE 74(&4T JOEJDBUFE
UIBU EPVCMF 74(FYQSFTTJPO JT IJHIMZ VOTUBCMF 	

4FWFSBM SFQPSUT MJOL DISPNBUJO DISPNBUJOBTTPDJBUFE QSP
UFJOT BOE UFMPNFSFCJOEJOH QSPUFJOT UP 74( TJMFODJOH 	4FF 4*
"QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4
 'PS FYBNQMF B IJTUPOF ) WBSJBOU B CMPPE
TUSFBN TUBHFTQFDJGJD NPEJGJFE %/" CBTF LOPXO BT + PS IZESPY
ZNFUIZMVSBDJM 	 
 UIF DISPNBUJO SFNPEFMJOH *48* DPNQMFY
	
 UIF IJTUPOF ), USJNFUIZMUSBOTGFSBTF %05# 	
 BOE
UIF UFMPNFSFBTTPDJBUFE QSPUFJO 3"1 	
 BMM GBDJMJUBUF 74(&4
TJMFODJOH *O BEEJUJPO DPIFTJO GVODUJPO GBDJMJUBUFT NBJOUFOBODF PG
UIF BDUJWF 74(&4 	
 BOE JOPTJUPM QIPTQIBUF TJHOBMJOH JNQBDUT
74(&4 SFHVMBUJPO 	
 "MMFMJD FYDMVTJPO UIPVHI SFRVJSFT UIF
FTUBCMJTINFOU PG EJGGFSFOUJBM FYQSFTTJPOTUBUFT BOE DPPSEJOBUJPO
BNPOH NFNCFST PG B HFOFGBNJMZ XIJDI BSF OPU VOEFSTUPPE 	

 *O UIF DBTF PG 5 CSVDFJ JU SFNBJOT VODMFBS IPX QPM* BDUJPO JT
DPODFOUSBUFE BU POF UFMPNFSJD 74(
3IGNIlCANCE
$ESPITE INTENSE INTEREST OVER A PERIOD OF DECADES MECHANISMS
OF ALLELIC EXCLUSION HAVE REMAINED UNSOLVED MYSTERIES IN THE
lELD OF EUKARYOTIC GENE EXPRESSION CONTROL 0ARASITIC !FRICAN
TRYPANOSOMES EXPRESS 6ARIANT 3URFACE 'LYCOPROTEINS 63'S	
IN A MONOALLELIC FASHION AND HAVE LONG BEEN A PARADIGM
FOR STUDIES IN THIS AREA 7E USED AN 2.!I SCREEN FOR LOSS OF
EXCLUSION AND IDENTIlED AND CHARACTERIZED 6%8 63' EXCLU
SION 	 6%8 SEQUESTRATION RESTRICTS EXPRESSION AND PREVENTS
THE SIMULTANEOUS ESTABLISHMENT OF MORE THAN ONE ACTIVE 63'
GENE 6%8 ALSO APPEARS TO REINFORCE SEQUESTRATIONBASED EX
CLUSION THROUGH HOMOLOGYDEPENDENT REPRESSION /UR RESULTS
INDICATE A ‘WINNERTAKESALL’ MECHANISM THAT ALLOWS PARASITIC
TRYPANOSOMES TO EXPRESS JUST ONE 63' GENE AT A TIME











































































































































&IG  ! GENETIC SCREEN REVEALS A CANDIDATE 63' EXCLUSION REGULATOR!	 4HE
BLOODSTREAMFORM STRAIN FOR 2.!ISCREENING WAS BASED ON A REPRESSED R$.!
PROMOTER  .EOMYCIN 0HOSPHO4RANSFERASE .04	REPORTER CASSETTE WITH THE
PROMOTER KBP FROM THE TELOMERIC 44!'''REPEATS !RROWHEADS POL) PRO
MOTERS DASHED LINE TRANSCRIPTION VERTICAL BARS TELOMERES"	 4HE SCHEMATIC
SHOWS THE 2.!ISCREEN FOR LOSSOFEXCLUSION IN ORANGE CELLS	 AND THE GENOME
MAP INDICATES HITS FOLLOWING 2)4SEQ RED SPIKES	 -APPED READS ARE INDICATED
RELATIVE TO GENEHITS DARK BARS	#	 4B KNOCKDOWN WAS ASSOCI
ATED WITH .04 DEREPRESSION AS ASSESSED BY 2.! BLOTTING 45" PANEL LOADING
CONTROL$	 +NOCKDOWN OF MYCEPITOPETAGGED 4B WAS ASSOCI
ATED WITH 63' DEREPRESSION AS ASSESSED BY PROTEIN BLOTTING #OOMASSIE
STAINED PANEL LOADINGCONTROL
2ESULTS
" HFOFUJD TDSFFO SFWFBMT 5C BT B DBOEJEBUF 74(
FYDMVTJPO SFHVMBUPS
5P JEFOUJGZ 5 CSVDFJ HFOFT UIBU DPOUSPM UFMPNFSFFYDMVTJWF
HFOF FYQSFTTJPO XF BTTFNCMFE BO 3/" JOUFSGFSFODF 	3/"J

MJCSBSZ JO CMPPETUSFBNGPSN USZQBOPTPNFT XJUI B QPM* USBO
TDSJCFE UFMPNFSJD SFQPSUFS 5IF /15SFQPSUFS PO B UFMPNFSF
NFEJBUFE DISPNPTPNFGSBHNFOUBUJPO DPOTUSVDU 	
 JODPSQP
SBUFT BO S%/" QSPNPUFS BOE TFFET B EFOPWP UFMPNFSF DPN
QSJTJOH 55"(((SFQFBUT BQQSPY LCQ EPXOTUSFBN 	'JH "

5IF S%/" QSPNPUFS DBO CF TXJUDIFE PO BOE PGG UISPVHI BMMFMJD
FYDMVTJPO XIFO VTFE UP SFQMBDF B OBUJWF 74(&4 QSPNPUFS 	

BOE JT TVCKFDU UP SFQSFTTJPO XIFO MPDBUFE DMPTF UP B UFMPNFSF
	
 " SFQPSUFS ESJWFO CZ BO S%/" QSPNPUFS XBT GBWPSFE PWFS B
SFQPSUFS ESJWFO CZ B 74(&4 QSPNPUFS CFDBVTF EFGFDUT JO BMMFMJD
FYDMVTJPO XFSF FYQFDUFE UP SFTVMU JO B HSFBUFS JODSFBTF JO /15
SFQPSUFS FYQSFTTJPO VTJOH UIF ‘TUSPOHFS’ S%/" QSPNPUFS 	

4JODF 74( FYQSFTTJPO JT FTTFOUJBM JO CMPPETUSFBNGPSN 5 CSVDFJ
	
 XF BMTP SFBTPOFE UIBU /15BDUJWBUJPO DPVQMFE UP 74(
TJMFODJOH EVSJOH B hUFMPNFSFTXJUDIh XPVME GBJM UP ZJFME WJBCMF
DFMMT BT XPVME LOPDLEPXOT QSFWJPVTMZ MJOLFE UP 74(TJMFODJOH
CVU BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B TFWFSF HSPXUIEFGFDU GPMMPXJOH 3/"J 	4FF
4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4

5IF QPQVMBUJPO UIBU FNFSHFE GSPN UIF TDSFFO GPS EFGFDUT
JO UFMPNFSFFYDMVTJWF FYQSFTTJPO XBT TVCKFDUFE UP 3/"J UBSHFU
TFRVFODJOH 	3*5TFR
 SFWFBMJOH UXP HFOFT 5C BOE
5C BNPOH BQQSPY  JO UIF HFOPNF 	'JH #

5P EFUFSNJOF UIFJS JNQBDU PO 74( FYDMVTJPO XF BTTFNCMFE
QBJST PG JOEFQFOEFOU 3/"J LOPDLEPXO TUSBJOT GPS FBDI HFOF
JO DFMMT XJUI BO BDUJWF 74( &4 6QPO 5C LOPDL
EPXO XF PCTFSWFE B NPEFSBUF HSPXUI EFGFDU 	4FF 4* "QQFOEJY
'JH 4"
 BOE EFSFQSFTTJPO PG UIF UFMPNFSJD /15SFQPSUFS VTFE
JO UIF TDSFFO 	'JH $
 UIFSFCZ WBMJEBUJOH UIJT PVUQVU GSPN
UIF TDSFFO 8F DPOGJSNFE FGGJDJFOU LOPDLEPXO PG NZDFQJUPQF
UBHHFE 5C 	'JH %
 BOE TBX EFSFQSFTTJPO PG TJMFOU
UFMPNFSJD 74(T VTJOH CPUI QSPUFJO CMPUUJOH 	'JH % 74(
QBOFM
 BOE NJDSPTDPQZ 	4FF 4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4#
 5IFTF GJOE
JOHT JOEJDBUFE UIBU UIF UFMPNFSJD /15SFQPSUFS XBT TVCKFDU UP UIF
FYDMVTJPO TZTUFN PQFSBUJOH JO 5 CSVDFJ "OBMZTJT PG 5C
TVQQPSUFE QSFWJPVT SFQPSUT PG EJTSVQUFE 74(TJMFODJOH XIFO
UFMPNFSF TUSVDUVSF BOEPS GVODUJPO BSF DPNQSPNJTFE 	 

LOPDLEPXO PG UIJT OPWFM UFMPNFSJD 55"((( SFQFBUBTTPDJBUFE
GBDUPS 	4FF 4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4"#
 XBT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI SF
QPSUFS BOE 74( EFSFQSFTTJPO 	4FF 4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4$%

CVU UIFTF QIFOPUZQFT XFSF TVCTUBOUJBMMZ XFBLFS UIBO UIPTF PC
TFSWFE GPMMPXJOH 5C LOPDLEPXO 	'JH $%
 5IVT
5C FNFSHFE BT UIF QSJNBSZ ‘IJU’ JO PVS TDSFFO GPS
74( FYDMVTJPO SFHVMBUPST BOE XF TVCTFRVFOUMZ SFGFS UP UIJT GBDUPS
BT 74( FYDMVTJPO  PS 7&9
-JLF UIF NBKPSJUZ PG QSPUFJODPEJOH HFOFT JEFOUJGJFE JO
USZQBOPTPNF HFOPNFT 5C  7&9 FODPEFT B
‘IZQPUIFUJDBM QSPUFJO’ XJUI OP QSJPS GVODUJPOBM BTTJHONFOU "OBM
ZTJT PG UIF QSFEJDUFE QFQUJEF TFRVFODF SFWFBMFE B  L%B
QSPUFJO JODPSQPSBUJOH B QVUBUJWF 48*.UZQF [JODGJOHFS XJUI
B $Y$Y$Y) TJHOBUVSF 0SUIPMPHPVT HFOFT JO PUIFS QBSBTJUJD
USZQBOPTPNBUJET BMTP FODPEF UIF [JODGJOHFS NPUJG 	4FF 4* "Q
QFOEJY 'JH 4
 PSJHJOBMMZ GPVOE JO 48*4/' GBNJMZ "51BTF
.V%3 USBOTQPTBTF BOE.&, LJOBTF 	
 CVU UIFTF ‘IZQPUIFUJDBM
QSPUFJOT’ BMTP MBDL BOZ QSJPS GVODUJPOBM BTTJHONFOU
7&9 JT TFRVFTUFSFE BU UIF BDUJWF 74(&4
8F OFYU FYBNJOFE 7&9 TVCDFMMVMBS MPDBMJ[BUJPO &QJUPQF
UBHHFE 7&9 XBT QSJNBSJMZ DPODFOUSBUFE JO B TJOHMF TVCOVDMFBS
GPDBM DPNQBSUNFOU JO CMPPETUSFBNGPSN DFMMT BT SFWFBMFE CZ
TVQFSSFTPMVUJPO NJDSPTDPQZ 	'JH " BOE 7JEFP 4
 5IF 7&9
DPNQBSUNFOU XBT FYUSBOVDMFPMBS 	'JH #
 BOE DMPTFMZ BTTPDJBUFE
CVU OPU DPJODJEFOU XJUI UIF QPM* GPDVT 	'JH $ BOE 7JEFP
4
 UIBU JT UIF TJUF PG UIF TJOHMF BDUJWF 74(&4 	
 4JODF BMM
DPNQFUFOU 74(&4T BSF UFMPNFSJD XF BMTP VTFE TVQFSSFTPMVUJPO
NJDSPTDPQZ UP BTTFTT 7&9 MPDBMJ[BUJPO SFMBUJWF UP UIF UFMPNFSJD
55"((( SFQFBUCJOEJOH GBDUPS 53' 	
 5IJT SFWFBMFE QVOD
UBUF OVDMFBS 53'TUBJOJOH BOE 7&9TUBJOJOH UIBU XBT DPJODJ
EFOU XJUI B 53'QVODUVN 	'JH %
 7&9 GPDJ XFSF PCTFSWFE
BU BMM DFMMDZDMF QIBTFT XJUI TFHSFHBUFE GPDJ BDDVNVMBUJOH JO ( JO
QBSUJDVMBS GPMMPXJOH %/" SFQMJDBUJPO 	'JH &
 7&9 GPDJ XFSF
OP MPOHFS EFUFDUFE IPXFWFS GPMMPXJOH B NJOVUF FYQPTVSF UP
UIF USBOTDSJQUJPO JOIJCJUPS BDUJOPNZDJO %
74( FYQSFTTJPO JT JOBDUJWBUFE EVSJOH EJGGFSFOUJBUJPO UP UIF JO
TFDUNJEHVUTUBHF BOE SFBDUJWBUFE JO UIF JOTFDU TBMJWBSZHMBOE 	

8F PCTFSWFE B XJEFTQSFBE QVODUBUF OVDMFBS EJTUSJCVUJPO PG7&9
JO JOTFDU NJEHVUTUBHF DFMMT UIBU TVCTUBOUJBMMZ PWFSMBQQFE XJUI
UFMPNFSJD 53'QVODUB 	'JH '
 5IVT 7&9 JT TFRVFTUFSFE BU
UIF BDUJWF 74(&4 JO B USBOTDSJQUJPOEFQFOEFOU BOE MJGFDZDMF
TUBHFTQFDJGJD NBOOFS 7&9 SFEJTUSJCVUJPO JO JOTFDUTUBHF DFMMT
NBZ BMMPX74(&4T UP DPNQFUF GPS 7&9TFRVFTUSBUJPO BT 74(T
BSF SFBDUJWBUFE JO UIF JOTFDU TBMJWBSZHMBOE 	

7&9 DPOUSPMT UFMPNFSJD 74( FYDMVTJPO
8F OFYU VTFE NJDSPTDPQZ UP FYBNJOF 74(FYDMVTJPO PWFS
B UJNFDPVSTF GPMMPXJOH 7&9LOPDLEPXO JO CMPPETUSFBNGPSN
DFMMT 5IJT BOBMZTJT SFWFBMFE BO BDDVNVMBUJPO PG DFMMT TJNVMUBOF










































































































































Submission PDF&IG  6%8 ASSOCIATES WITH THE ACTIVE 63'%3 IN BLOODSTREAMFORM CELLS !	 $ STRUCTUREDILLUMINATION IMMUNOmUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY $3)-	 PROJECTIONOF 6%8MYC . NUCLEUS + KINETOPLAST MITOCHONDRIAL GENOME	 "	 )MMUNOmUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY OF 6%8MYC AND A NUCLEOLAR .O	 MARKER ./'	 ' LEFT	AND POSTMITOTIC RIGHT	 CELLS ARE SHOWN #	 !S " BUT WITH A NUCLEOLAR PLUS %3" MARKER POL)	 4HE LINEAR INTENSITY PLOT SHOWS THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTER OF
THE 6%8FOCUS AND THE CENTER OF THE %3" MEAN DISTANCE IS   μM N 'NUCLEI	 ! $3)- PROJECTION IS SHOWN ON THE RIGHT $	 $3)- PROJECTION
OF 6%8MYC AND '&042& %	 )MMUNOmUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY OF 6%8MYC DURING THE CELL CYCLE PHASES ARE INDICATED AND WERE INFERRED FROM $.! CONTENT
.UMBERS OF 6%8FOCI PER NUCLEUS WERE QUANTIlED AT EACH CELL CYCLE PHASE AND ARE PLOTTED ON THE RIGHT &	 )MMUNOmUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY OF 6%8MYC AND
'&042& IN INSECTSTAGE CELLS $.! WAS COUNTERSTAINED WITH $!0) AND ALL SCALE BARS ARE  μM
DSFBTFE TXJUDIJOH UP 74( 	'JH "
 'MPXDZUPNFUSZ DPOGJSNFE
NVMUJ74( FYQSFTTJPO BOE BHBJO OP FWJEFODF GPS TXJUDIJOH 	'JH
#
 5P FYUFOE UIFTF GJOEJOHT XF DBSSJFE PVU USBOTDSJQUPNF BOBM
ZTJT VTJOH QBJST PG XJMEUZQF TVCDMPOFT BOE QBJST PG JOEFQFOEFOU
LOPDLEPXO TUSBJOT BDIJFWJOH  Y BWFSBHF HFOPNF DPWFSBHF
JO FBDI 3/"TFR FYQFSJNFOU "TTFTTNFOU PG 74( USBOTDSJQU
BCVOEBODF JO XJMEUZQF DFMMT SFWFBMFE GPME EJGGFSFOUJBM
CFUXFFO UIF BDUJWF 74( USBOTDSJQU BOE UIF TVN PG BMM FJHI
UFFO ‘TJMFOU’ QPM* QSPNPUFSBTTPDJBUFE 74(T 74( USBOTDSJQUT
SFQSFTFOUFE BQQSPY  PG UPUBM N3/" 8F BMTP GPVOE UIBU
7&9 QSPEVDFE B MPXBCVOEBODF USBOTDSJQU JO XJMEUZQF DFMMT
XJUIJO UIF MPXFTU UI QFSDFOUJMF 6QPO LOPDLEPXO 7&9 XBT
EFQMFUFE GPME PO BWFSBHF 	'JH $ BOE %BUBTFU 4
 XIJMF
OJOFUFFO HFOFT 	GSPN BQQSPY 
 EJTQMBZFE GPME BOE TJH
OJGJDBOUMZ 	1
 JODSFBTFE FYQSFTTJPO SFMBUJWF UP XJMEUZQF
5IFTF JODMVEFE NBOZ CMPPETUSFBN &4MJOLFE 74(T NFUBDZDMJD
&4MJOLFE 74(T BOE HFOFT JNNFEJBUFMZ BEKBDFOU UP 74(T 	'JH
$ BOE %BUBTFU 4
 NFUBDZDMJD &4MJOLFE 74(T BSF USBOTDSJCFE
CZ QPM* JO UIF JOTFDU TBMJWBSZHMBOE 	
 *OEFFE FYQSFTTJPO PG BMM
FJHIUFFO ‘TJMFOU’ QPM* QSPNPUFSBTTPDJBUFE 74(T JODSFBTFE 
GPME PWFSBMM 	%BUBTFU 4

8F OFYU SFMFBTFE DFMMTVSGBDF 74(T BOE VTFE RVBOUJUBUJWF
QSPUFPNJDT UP FYBNJOF SFMBUJWF FYQSFTTJPO 	'JH % BOE TFF 4*
"QQFOEJY .BUFSJBMT  .FUIPET BOE 5BCMF 4
 74( PO XJME
UZQF DFMMT EJTQMBZFE B SFMBUJWF BCVOEBODF PG  POMZ UXP TJH
OJGJDBOU TFRVFODFTNBQQFE UP PUIFS74(T0O7&9LOPDLEPXO
DFMMT UIF 74( SFMBUJWF BCVOEBODF XBT  BOE FMFWFO ‘TJMFOU’
CMPPETUSFBN BOE NFUBDZDMJD &4MJOLFE 74(T XFSF BMTP EFUFDUFE
	'JH % BOE TFF 4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4
 5IVT 7&9 LOPDLEPXO
BMMPXT GPS ‘TJMFOU’74(T UP CF USBOTDSJCFE USBOTMBUFE BOE EFMJWFSFE
UP UIF DFMMTVSGBDF
0WFSFYQSFTTFE 7&9 EFSFQSFTTFT 74(&4T BOE OPO
UFMPNFSJD QPM* MPDJ
8IJMF DISPNBUJO TUBUFT NBZ CF FGGFDUJWFMZ JOIFSJUFE FTUBC
MJTINFOU PG ‘BMMFMFDIPJDF’ JT OPU VOEFSTUPPE 5IF BTTPDJBUJPO
CFUXFFO 7&9 BOE UIF BDUJWF 74(&4 BOE NBJOUFOBODF PG
UIF BDUJWF 74(&4 GPMMPXJOH 7&9LOPDLEPXO QPJOUFE UP B
QPUFOUJBM SPMF GPS 7&9 JO FTUBCMJTIJOH UIF BDUJWF 74(&4 5P
FYQMPSF UIJT IZQPUIFTJT XF BTTFNCMFE B QBJS PG JOEFQFOEFOU
7&9 PWFSFYQSFTTJOH CMPPETUSFBNGPSN TUSBJOT 8F PCTFSWFE B
NPEFSBUF HSPXUI EFGFDU BTTPDJBUFE XJUI 7&9 PWFSFYQSFTTJPO
	4FF 4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4"#
 BOE BT QSFEJDUFE UIFTF DFMMT GBJMFE
UP FGGFDUJWFMZ TFRVFTUFS 7&9 BMUIPVHI B 7&9GPDVT XBT PGUFO
WJTJCMF XF PCTFSWFE BO BEEJUJPOBM EJTQFSTFE TJHOBM UISPVHI FBDI
OVDMFBS DPNQBSUNFOU 	'JH &
 $POTJTUFOU XJUI PVS IZQPUIFTJT
XIFO 7&9 XBT BWBJMBCMF UP BDDFTT B TFDPOE UFMPNFSJD 74(
UIJT 74( XBT EFSFQSFTTFE 	4FF 4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4# 74(
QBOFM
 *OEFFE JNNVOPGMVPSFTDFODF NJDSPTDPQZ 	'JH '
 BOE
GMPXDZUPNFUSZ 	'JH (
 SFWFBMFE DFMMT TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ FYQSFTT
JOH CPUI 74(T *O GBDU UIF JOUFOTJUZ PG UIF DFMMTVSGBDF 74(
TJHOBM JODSFBTFE BDSPTT UIF FOUJSF QPQVMBUJPO PG FBDI DMPOF BOE
DMPOFT PWFSFYQSFTTJOH 7&9 MBDLJOH B NZDUBH ZJFMEFE TJNJMBSMZ
JODSFBTFE 74( FYQSFTTJPO 	4FF 4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4$

5SBOTDSJQUPNF BOBMZTJT SFWFBMFE TJYUZGJWF HFOFT UIBU EJT
QMBZFEGPME BOE TJHOJGJDBOUMZ 	1
 JODSFBTFE FYQSFTTJPO JO
7&9 PWFSFYQSFTTFS TUSBJOT SFMBUJWF UP XJMEUZQF 7&9 N3/"
XBT JODSFBTFE GPME PO BWFSBHF BOE PUIFS VQSFHVMBUFE HFOFT
JODMVEFE BMM FJHIUFFO ‘TJMFOU’ QPM* QSPNPUFSBTTPDJBUFE 74(T
XIJDI JODSFBTFE GPME PWFSBMM 	'JH ) BOE %BUBTFU 4
 "
TUSJLJOH EJGGFSFODF DPNQBSFE UP 7&9LOPDLEPXO XBT JODSFBTFE
FYQSFTTJPO PG GPVSUFFO QSPDZDMJO BOE QSPDZDMJOBTTPDJBUFE USBO
TDSJQUT BMTP GPME PWFSBMM 	'JH ) %BUBTFU 4 BOE TFF 4*
"QQFOEJY 'JH 4"
 5IFTF OPOUFMPNFSJD MPDJ BSF BMTP USBO
TDSJCFE CZ QPM* CVU OPSNBMMZ QSPEVDF BCVOEBOU TVSGBDF QSPUFJOT
JO JOTFDU NJEHVU TUBHF DFMMT 	
 "OPUIFS EJGGFSFODF XBT JODSFBTFE
FYQSFTTJPO PG BDUJWF 	%BUBTFU 4
 BOE TJMFOU 74(&4 BTTPDJBUFE
HFOF 	&4"(
 USBOTDSJQUT GPMMPXJOH 7&9 PWFSFYQSFTTJPO JO DPO
USBTU UP JODSFBTFE FYQSFTTJPO PG UIF 74(T POMZ GPMMPXJOH 7&9
LOPDLEPXO 	4FF 4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4#
 2VBOUJUBUJWF QSPUFPNJD
BOBMZTJT PG TVSGBDF74(T PO 7&9 PWFSFYQSFTTJOH DFMMT SFWFBMFE
B74( BCVOEBODF JOEFY SFEVDFE UP  XJUI UXFMWF BEEJUJPOBM











































































































































&IG  6%8 CONTROLS 63' ALLELIC EXCLUSION IN BLOODSTREAMFORM CELLS!	
)MMUNOmUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY ANALYSIS OF 63'EXPRESSION WERE STAINED
WITH α63' AND α63' AND COUNTED DAILY DURING 6%82.!I $3)-
IMAGES SHOW A WILDTYPE CONTROL CELL AND A CELL EXPRESSING BOTH 63'S
4HE IMAGES BELOW THE PLOT SHOW CELLS FOLLOWING 6%82.!I  H	 3CALE
BARS  μM"	 &LOWCYTOMETRY ANALYSIS OF 63'EXPRESSION FOLLOWING 6%8
2.!I  H	 .UMBERS INDICATE PERCENTAGE OF CELLS IN EACH QUADRANT 63'
EXPRESSERS SERVE AS A CONTROLN CELLS IN EACH CASE #	2.!SEQ ANALYSIS
FOLLOWING 6%82.!I  H	 6ALUES ARE AVERAGES FOR A PAIR OF INDEPENDENT
STRAINS SEE $ATASET 3	 RED CIRCLES ‘SILENT’ 63'S RED SQUARE ACTIVE 63'
BLUE PROCYCLINS AND PROCYCLINASSOCIATED GENES 20+- 2EADS 0ER +ILOBASE
OF TRANSCRIPT PER -ILLION MAPPED READS$	 1UANTITATIVE MASS SPECTROMETRY
ANALYSIS OF SURFACE63'S FOLLOWING 6%82.!I  H SEE 3) !PPENDIX 4ABLE
3	 4HE INSET SHOWS WILDTYPE CELLS FOR COMPARISON EM0!) EXPONENTIALLY
MODIlED 0ROTEIN !BUNDANCE )NDEX %	 )MMUNOmUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY OF
OVEREXPRESSED AND ECTOPIC6%8MYC  H	 3CALE BAR  μM 4HE PANEL TO
THE RIGHT SHOWS SEQUESTERED 6%8 FOR COMPARISON &	 )MMUNOmUORESCENCE
MICROSCOPY ANALYSIS OF 63' EXPRESSION FOLLOWING 6%8OVEREXPRESSION  H	
3CALE BAR  μM '	&LOWCYTOMETRY FOLLOWING 6%8OVEREXPRESSION  H	
/THER DETAIL AS IN " (	2.!SEQ ANALYSIS FOLLOWING 6%8 OVEREXPRESSION 
H	 /THER DETAIL AS IN # )	 1UANTITATIVE MASS SPECTROMETRY ANALYSIS OF SURFACE
63'S FOLLOWING 6%8OVEREXPRESSION  H SEE 3) !PPENDIX 4ABLE 3	
* BOE TFF 4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4
 8F DPODMVEF UIBU PWFS
FYQSFTTFE 7&9 QPTJUJWFMZ SFHVMBUFT CPUI UFMPNFSJD BOE OPO
UFMPNFSJD QPM* USBOTDSJCFE MPDJ
&IG  6%8DEPENDENT COMMUNICATION AMONG RECOMBINANT AND NATIVE
63'S!	 4HE SCHEMATIC SHOWS THE 63' REPORTER IN CELLS EXPRESSING NATIVE
63' "LUE BOXES COMMON 63' ´542S P! POLYADENYLATION SITES OTHER
SYMBOLS AS IN &IG ! "	 4HE PROTEIN BLOTS SHOW lVE BLOODSTREAMFORM
CLONES DERIVED USING THIS SYSTEM 63' OR 63' EXPRESSING WILDTYPE 74	
CELLS SERVE AS CONTROLS 4HE #OOMASSIESTAINED PANEL SERVES AS A LOADING
CONTROL AND ALSO REVEALS THE MAJOR 63'S 4HE IMMUNOmUORESCENCE PANELS
SHOW 63' EXPRESSION IN CLONES  #	 )MMUNOmUORESCENCE ANALYSIS OF 63'
EXPRESSION IN A SUBCLONE OF CLONE FOLLOWING '.04SELECTION SEE !	
$	 4HE PROTEIN BLOTS AND IMMUNOmUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY SHOW 63' EX
PRESSION DURING 6%8KNOCKDOWN #ONTROLS AS IN !%	 )MMUNOmUORESCENCE
MICROSCOPY ANALYSIS OF 6%8MYC IN CELLS EQUIVALENT TO CLONE  EXPRESSING BOTH
63' AND 63'	 .UCLEI WITH  OR  6%8FOCI WERE QUANTIlED RELATIVE TO
WILDTYPE 74	 AND CELLS EQUIVALENT TO CLONE  ABOVE EXPRESSING 63' ONLY	
)MMUNOmUORESCENCE ANALYSIS OF 6%8MYC AND POL) REVEALS THE LOCATION OF
THE ADDITIONAL 6%8FOCUS RELATIVE TO THE %3" AND NUCLEOLUS .O	 4HE MEAN
DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTERS OF THE 6%8FOCI IS   μM N'NUCLEI	
3CALE BARS  μM EXCEPT % SCALE BAR  μM $.! WAS COUNTERSTAINED WITH
$!0)
&IG  6%8DEPENDENT COMMUNICATION AMONG HOMOLOGOUS SEQUENCES !	
4HE SCHEMATIC SHOWS REPORTERS WITH COMMON OR DISTINCT ’542S ALDOLASE
BLUE TUBULIN ORANGE	 4HE PROTEIN BLOTS SHOW REPORTER EXPRESSION FOR PAIRS
OF BLOODSTREAMFORM CLONES DERIVED USING EACH CONSTRUCT#OOMASSIESTAINED
PANEL LOADINGCONTROL 3YMBOLS AS IN &IG !"	 4HE IMMUNOmUORESCENCE
PANELS AND PROTEIN BLOTS SHOW EXPRESSION OF REPORTERS WITH COMMON ’542S











































































































































&IG  ! ‘WINNERTAKESALL’MODEL FOR ALLELIC EXCLUSION BY 6%8 !	 7ILDTYPE
BLOODSTREAMFORM CELLS 6%8 COORDINATES 63' POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE REGULA
TION 6%8 GREEN	 IS RECRUITED TO A SINGLE 63'%3 THROUGH POSITIVEFEEDBACK
INVOLVING POL) TRANSCRIPTION 6%8 ALSO EXERTS NEGATIVE REGULATION THROUGH
HOMOLOGYDEPENDENT SILENCING RED SYMBOL	 WHICH ENHANCES DIFFERENTIAL
EXPRESSION AND ENSURES THAT THE ‘WINNERTAKESALL’ "	 6%8 KNOCKDOWN
)NSUFlCIENT 6%8 LEADS TO RELAXED HOMOLOGYDEPENDENT SILENCING BUT ALSO
PRECLUDES FURTHER POSITIVE REGULATION #	 6%8 OVEREXPRESSION %CTOPIC 6%8
POSITIVELY REGULATES ALL 63'%3S BUT NEGATIVE REGULATION ALSO PERSISTS AND
PRECLUDES FURTHER DEREPRESSION
" 74( SFQPSUFS JT TVCKFDU UP 7&9EFQFOEFOU FYDMVTJPO
7&9 XBT JEFOUJGJFE EVF UP JUT BCJMJUZ UP SFQSFTT B SFQPSUFS PO
B UFMPNFSFNFEJBUFE DISPNPTPNFGSBHNFOUBUJPO DPOTUSVDU 	'JH

 8F SFBTPOFE UIBU NBOJQVMBUJPO PG UIFTF DPOTUSVDUT XPVME
BMMPX VT UP JEFOUJGZ UIF%/" TFRVFODFT JOWPMWFE " OFX DPOTUSVDU
XBT BTTFNCMFE UIBU DPOUBJOFE B 74( HFOF XJUI B EPXOTUSFBN
TFRVFODF 	JODMVEJOH UIF h VOUSBOTMBUFE SFHJPO h653
 UIBU JT
JEFOUJDBM UP UIBU BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF OBUJWF BDUJWF 74( 	'JH
"
 5IJT DPOTUSVDU QMBDFT B 74( BTTPDJBUFE S%/" QSPNPUFS
BQQSPY LCQ GSPN B EFOPWP UFMPNFSF 	'JH "
 $POTJTUFOU
XJUI DPNQFUJUJPO CFUXFFO 7&9NFEJBUFE QPTJUJWF BOE OFHBUJWF
SFHVMBUJPO XF PCTFSWFE WBSJBCMF PVUDPNFT VTJOH UIJT DPOTUSVDU JO
CMPPETUSFBNGPSN DFMMT BMM DMPOFE QPQVMBUJPOT DPOUJOVFE UP FY
QSFTT 74( CVU 74( FYQSFTTJPO EJGGFSFE "NPOH UXFOUZGPVS
JOEFQFOEFOU DMPOFT UXFOUZ EJTQMBZFE SFQSFTTFE 74( BOE GPVS
BSF TIPXO 	'JH #
 UISFF EJTQMBZFE VOJGPSN SFQSFTTJPO 	
PG DFMMT DMPOFT 
 XIJMF TPNF DFMMT JO POF DMPOF EJTQMBZFE 74(
 FYQSFTTJPO UIBU JOUFSGFSFE XJUI OBUJWF 74( FYQSFTTJPO 	DMPOF

 5IF SFNBJOJOH DMPOFT EJTQMBZFE TJNVMUBOFPVT FYQSFTTJPO PG
CPUI74(T 	PG DFMMT
 UIBU XBT TUBCMF PWFSNBOZ HFOFSBUJPOT
BOE ZJFMEFE BQQSPYJNBUFMZ FRVBM RVBOUJUJFT PG FBDI 74( 	'JH #
DMPOF  BOE TFF 4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4

5P EFUFSNJOF XIFUIFS74( SFQSFTTJPO XBT SFWFSTJCMF DMPOF
 DFMMT XFSF TVCDMPOFE BOE TFMFDUFE GPS JODSFBTFE /15SFQPSUFS
FYQSFTTJPO 	TFF 'JH "
 5IFTF QPQVMBUJPOT FYQSFTTFE 74(
UIBU JOUFSGFSFE XJUI 74( FYQSFTTJPO 	'JH $
 JOEJDBUJOH UIBU
74( XBT TVCKFDU UP UIF FYDMVTJPO TZTUFN CFJOH CPUI SFQSFTT
JCMF BOE BCMF UP SFQSFTT "MTP 7&9LOPDLEPXO MFE UP 74(
EFSFQSFTTJPO BOE QSPEVDFE DFMMT TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ FYQSFTTJOH CPUI
74(T 	'JH %
 5IJT 7&9EFQFOEFOU 74( SFQPSUFS SFQSFT
TJPO XBT DPOGJSNFE VTJOH B TFDPOE JOEFQFOEFOU TUSBJO
4JNVMUBOFPVT FYQSFTTJPO PG UXP 74(T 	'JH # DMPOF 

JOEJDBUFE UIBU 74( DPVME FTDBQF FYDMVTJPO *OEFFE TJNVMUBOF
PVT 74( FYQSFTTJPO BQQBSFOUMZ BU EJTUJODU UFMPNFSFT IBT CFFO
SFQPSUFE CFGPSF 	
 4JODF 7&9 JT DPODFOUSBUFE BU UIF BDUJWF
74(&4 	'JH 
 BOE DBO QPTJUJWFMZ SFHVMBUF QPM* MPDJ 	'JHT &
*
 XF XPOEFSFE XIFUIFS 74( BU B EF OPWP UFMPNFSF NJHIU
DPNQFUF GPS 7&9 BOE JO TPNF DBTFT BDRVJSF TVGGJDJFOU NB
UFSJBM UP FTUBCMJTI B TFDPOE ‘QSJWJMFHFE’ TJUF "T TVTQFDUFE UIF
QSPQPSUJPO PG OVDMFJ XJUI UXP EJTUJODU 7&9GPDJ XBT JODSFBTFE JO
DFMMT FRVJWBMFOU UP DMPOF  	GPME SFMBUJWF UP ‘XJMEUZQF’ DPOUSPM
'JH &
 BOE UIF BEEJUJPOBM 7&9GPDVT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI 74(
 FYQSFTTJPO XBT UZQJDBMMZ &4#EJTUBM BOE QFSJOVDMFPMBS 	'JH
&
 S%/" MPDJ BSF BMTP QFSJOVDMFPMBS 	
 5BLFO UPHFUIFS XJUI
BOBMZTJT PG 7&9PWFSFYQSFTTFST 	'JH )
 UIFTF GJOEJOHT 	'JH
# &
 TVHHFTU UIBU BDDFTT UP 7&9 JODSFBTFT QPM* USBOTDSJQUJPO
UIBU JODSFBTFE QPM* USBOTDSJQUJPO DBO MFBE UP UIF BDDVNVMBUJPO
PG 7&9 PS CPUI PG UIF BCPWF 5IJT JT BMTP DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF
PCTFSWBUJPO PG B ‘QSFBDUJWF’ 74( TUBUF XIFO B 74( JT JO DMPTF
QSPYJNJUZ UP UIF BDUJWF 74(&4 	

7&9NFEJBUFT B GPSN PG IPNPMPHZEFQFOEFOU TJMFODJOH
" TFSFOEJQJUPVT PCTFSWBUJPO JOJUJBMMZ TVHHFTUFE UP VT UIBU
‘IPNPMPHPVT’ %/" TFRVFODFT NJHIU CF JNQPSUBOU GPS FYDMVTJPO
8F IBE BTTFNCMFE B CJDJTUSPOJD BOE UFMPNFSJD('1/15 SFQPSUFS
UIBU GPSUVJUPVTMZ DPOUBJOFE JEFOUJDBM TFRVFODFT EPXOTUSFBN PG
CPUI UIF ('1 BOE /15 HFOFT 	'JH " VQQFS NBQ
 5IFTF
TFRVFODFT DPOUBJO h653T UIBU BSF JODMVEFE JO SFQPSUFS DPO
TUSVDUT UP HVJEF N3/" QPMZBEFOZMBUJPO BOE TQMJDJOH XF EJE OPU
FYQFDU UIFN UP CF TVCKFDU UP SFQSFTTJPO PS FYDMVTJPO )PXFWFS
XF PCTFSWFE TUSPOH /15SFQSFTTJPO XIFO VTJOH UIJT DPOTUSVDU
JO CMPPETUSFBNGPSN DFMMT 	'JH " MFGUIBOE USBDLT
 5P EFUFS
NJOF XIFUIFS UIJT SFGMFDUFE IPNPMPHZEFQFOEFOU JOUFSGFSFODF
UIF 5 CSVDFJ BMEPMBTF TFRVFODF EPXOTUSFBN PG UIF ('1 HFOF
XBT SFQMBDFE XJUI B 5 CSVDFJ UVCVMJO TFRVFODF 	'JH " MPXFS
NBQ
 XIJDI JT VOSFMBUFE UP UIF BMEPMBTF TFRVFODF CVU BMTP HVJEFT
FGGJDJFOU N3/" QSPDFTTJOH /P /15SFQSFTTJPO XBT PCTFSWFE
XIFO VTJOH UIJT DPOTUSVDU 	'JH " SJHIUIBOE USBDLT
 *O DFMMT
DPOUBJOJOH UIF DPOTUSVDU XJUI DPNNPO BMEPMBTF TFRVFODFT /15
SFQSFTTJPO XBT SFMJFWFE GPMMPXJOH 7&9LOPDLEPXO 	'JH #

B SFTVMU DPOGJSNFE VTJOH B TFDPOE JOEFQFOEFOU TUSBJO 5IVT
SFQPSUFST XJUI IPNPMPHPVT TFRVFODFT EPXOTUSFBN EJTQMBZFE
7&9EFQFOEFOU SFQSFTTJPO UIBU OP MPOHFS PQFSBUFE XIFO IP
NPMPHZ XBT SFNPWFE
$ISCUSSION
8F JEFOUJGJFE USZQBOPTPNF 7&9 VTJOH B HFOFUJD TDSFFO GPS EF
GFDUT JO UFMPNFSFFYDMVTJWF HFOF FYQSFTTJPO 7&9 JT TFRVFTUFSFE
BU UIF BDUJWF 74(&4 BOE DPPSEJOBUFT 74( QPTJUJWF BOE OFHBUJWF
SFHVMBUJPO UP TVTUBJO BOUJHFOJD WBSJBUJPO #BTFE PO PVS GJOEJOHT
XF QSPQPTF B ‘XJOOFSUBLFTBMM’ NPEFM GPS UIF FTUBCMJTINFOU PG
BMMFMJD FYDMVTJPO CZ 7&9 	'JH "
 " TJNJMBS NPEFM IBT CFFO
QVU GPSXBSE GPS PMGBDUPSZ SFDFQUPS HFOF DIPJDF 	
 BMUIPVHI
OP GBDUPS UIBU EJTQMBZT TJNJMBS QSPQFSUJFT UP 7&9 IBT CFFO
JEFOUJGJFE JO UIBU TZTUFN 0VS SFTVMUT JOEJDBUF UIBU BO FTUBCMJTIFE
BDUJWF 74(&4 JT FGGFDUJWFMZ JOIFSJUFE XIFO 7&9GVODUJPO JT
EJTSVQUFE UIJT BMTP BQQFBST UP CF UIF DBTF XIFO 	UFMPNFSJD

DISPNBUJO JT EJTSVQUFE CZ PUIFS NFBOT 	  
 0OF MPOH
TUBOEJOH RVFTUJPO IPXFWFS IBT CFFO XIZ BSF ‘TJMFOU’ 74(&4T
POMZ QBSUJBMMZ EFSFQSFTTFE XIFO 	UFMPNFSJD
 DISPNBUJO JT EJT
SVQUFE 5IJT JT UIF DBTF FWFO XIFO TVCTUBOUJBM MPTTPGWJBCJMJUZ JT
PCTFSWFE GPMMPXJOH3"1 LOPDLEPXO GPS FYBNQMF 	
 BOE DPVME
CF FYQMBJOFE CZ GBJMVSF UP BTTPDJBUF XJUI TVGGJDJFOU USBOTDSJQUJPO PS
3/"QSPDFTTJOH GBDUPST 8F TVHHFTU UIBU XIFO 7&9GVODUJPO
JT EJTSVQUFE EJSFDUMZ PS JOEJSFDUMZ OFHBUJWF SFHVMBUJPO JT SFMBYFE
CVU UIBU TJMFOU 74(&4T MBDL 7&9NFEJBUFE QPTJUJWF SFHVMBUJPO
	'JH #
 *OEFFE 74(&4 QSPNPUFST BQQFBS UP CF TVCTUBOUJBMMZ
‘XFBLFS’ UIBO S%/" QSPNPUFST 	
 BOE NBZ EFQFOE VQPO QPT
JUJWF SFHVMBUJPO CZ 7&9 *O UIF DBTF PG FYDFTT 7&9 BDDFTT UP
PUIFS 74(&4T BMMPXT QPTJUJWF SFHVMBUJPO CVU UIFTF TJUFT BSF TUJMM
TVCKFDU UP OFHBUJWF SFHVMBUJPO FYFSUFE CZ UIF BDUJWF 74(&4 	'JH
$
 5IVT XF TVHHFTU UIBU UIF ‘EFGBVMU’ MFWFM GPS 74( FYQSFTTJPO
JT SFMBUJWFMZ MPX BOE UIBU 7&9 ESJWFT UIF QSPDFTTFT UIBU JODSFBTF
FYQSFTTJPO BU POF MPDVT BOE SFEVDF FYQSFTTJPO FMTFXIFSF 8F
OPUF UIBU BMUIPVHI B “XJOOFSUBLFTBMM” NFDIBOJTN NBZ PQFSBUF
OBUVSBMMZ UIJT DBO CF QFSUVSCFE FJUIFS XIFO 7&9 JT BSUJGJDJBMMZ
FYQSFTTFE JO FYDFTT PS JO TPNF DBTFT XIFO SFDPNCJOBOU QPM*
USBOTDSJQUJPO VOJUT BSF JOUSPEVDFE EF OPWP
8F QSFWJPVTMZ EFNPOTUSBUFE UIBU SFQSFTTJPO PG QPM* USBO
TDSJCFE HFOFT TQSFBET POMZ B TIPSU EJTUBODF GSPN UIF UFMPNFSF












































































































































TIPX UIBU UIJT SFQSFTTJPO JT 7&9EFQFOEFOU BOE BMTP UIBU IP
NPMPHPVT TFRVFODFT DBO QSPNPUF 7&9EFQFOEFOU SFQSFTTJPO
"OPUIFS SFDFOU SFQPSU EFNPOTUSBUFE UIBU B 74( USBOTDSJCFE BU
B DISPNPTPNFJOUFSOBM TJUF CZ 5QIBHF QPMZNFSBTF USBOTJFOUMZ
TJMFODFE UIF OBUJWF 74( 	
 5IJT TBNF SFQPSU EFNPOTUSBUFE
SFQSFTTJPO TQSFBEJOH BMPOH UIF 74(&4 JO B %05# IJTUPOF
NFUIZMUSBOTGFSBTFEFQFOEFOU NBOOFS 	
 4QSFBEJOH PG B SF
QSFTTFE EPNBJONBZ BMTP FYQMBJO XIZ XF TFF EFSFQSFTTJPO PG CPUI
CJDJTUSPOJD ('1 BOE /15 SFQPSUFST EVSJOH 7&9LOPDLEPXO
	'JH #
 *O UIFTF FYQFSJNFOUT TFRVFODFT UIBU BSF TVCKFDU UP
SFQSFTTJPO BMTP TFSWF BT SFQSFTTJWF TFRVFODFT XIFO UIFZ BSF USBO
TDSJCFE 74(USBOTDSJQUT 	4FF 4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4
 BOE PUIFS
74(BTTPDJBUFE TFRVFODFT EJTQMBZ B IJHI EFHSFF PG IPNPMPHZ
BOE UFMPNFSJD 55"(((SFQFBU USBOTDSJQUT BSF BMTP QSFTFOU JO
5 CSVDFJ 	
 TVHHFTUJOH UIBU USBOTDSJQUT DPVME CF JOWPMWFE 'VS
UIFS XPSL XJMM CF SFRVJSFE UP EFMJOFBUF UIF NFDIBOJTN XIJDI
BMUIPVHI OPU JOWPMWJOH "SHPOBVUFCBTFE 3/"J 	
 DPVME JO
WPMWF BMUFSOBUJWF3/"CBTFE SFQSFTTJPO BT SFQPSUFE JO PUIFS DFMM
UZQFT 	
 5IVT XF UFOUBUJWFMZ TVHHFTU UIBU 7&9EFQFOEFOU
74(TJMFODJOH JT JOJUJBUFE CZ IPNPMPHPVT USBOTDSJQUT BOE JT UIFO
QSPQBHBUFE BMPOH UIF DISPNBUJO GJCSF JO B %05#EFQFOEFOU
NBOOFS
*O TVNNBSZ XF SFQPSU UIF JEFOUJGJDBUJPO PG 7&9 BO BM
MFMJD FYDMVTJPO SFHVMBUPS UIBU TVTUBJOT BOUJHFOJD WBSJBUJPO JO USZ
QBOPTPNFT 8F EFTDSJCF B ‘XJOOFSUBLFTBMM’ NPEFM XIFSFCZ
7&9 TFRVFTUSBUJPO FTUBCMJTIFT B TJOHMF BDUJWF 74(&4 UIBU UIFO
NFEJBUFT IPNPMPHZEFQFOEFOU TJMFODJOH BU PUIFS 74(&4T 4JN
JMBS NFDIBOJTNT JOWPMWJOH QPTJUJWF BOE OFHBUJWF SFHVMBUJPO DPPS
EJOBUFE CZ TFRVFTUFSFE SFHVMBUPST DPVME FYQMBJO BMMFMJD FYDMVTJPO
JO PUIFS DFMMUZQFT
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